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Dear Staff and Students,  

 

First of all I hope all of you are doing well during this really difficult time. It's a 

strange time for everyone.  

  

I completely understand that many of you have had difficulty in accessing school work 

and that many of you are missing school. (That's hard to believe isn't it!) 

  

Over the next number of weeks we will be posting some work to all of our students that 

they can complete and post back into us. Just enough work to keep you all ticking over 

and to keep the brain active as it is unlikely that we will be back in school by the end of 

May.  

  

Everyone's experience of Covid 19 has been 

different. From my own  personal point of view, I 

have been keeping busy. The school building may 

be closed but as you know the teachers and 

myself and Ms.Morrissey have been busy sending 

work and doing our best to keep you going.  

  

I find that having a routine has been very helpful 

to me. I also have been able to spend time with 

the people closest to me and that is something 

that has made me appreciate them even more. 

Even though I have some family members, my 

mother for example who lives in Donegal that I 

haven't been able to get to.  

  

So my advice to all of you is to enjoy spending 

time with people who are important to you.  Ask 

your parents or guardians about their childhood. 

Find out more about your brothers and sisters by asking them about their ambitions 

and dreams. Try and find out a new fact every day. I can guarantee that you are living 

with interesting people.  

  

Another part of routine that I have found really helpful is exercising. That is such an 

important thing. Remember when exercising you don’t need to do a really big event that 

will have you wrecked and sore for the full week. Go for a walk or a cycle, do some 
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jumping jacks or situps. There are so many YouTube videos out there now. What I find 

is that after exercising I feel great. It really helps my mental health.  

  

The thing that has kept me busiest over the past few weeks is my son Dáire. He was 

born on the 11th of March, the day before all schools closed! He is 6 weeks old now and 

is getting more alert and bigger by the day!  

  

The most important thing for me to say to you is that even though the school is closed 

I am still available to you  if there is anything that you need. I am just a phonecall, text 

message or email away. There are a lot of messages coming in but if you are in need 

then no issue is too big or too small. Please get in contact if I can help. WhatsApp is a 

good way of contacting. Just remember to put your name with the message. 

  

So for now, please take care, stay safe and enjoy some of the simple things in life. 

They are all around you.  

  

Regards, 

 Gerry McGill 

Principal 

gerry.mcgill@kilkennycarlowetb.ie 

0871146087 

The Newsletter reflects the NCCA’s Indicators of Wellbeing to explore how to support 

your wellbeing. The indicators are: ACTIVE, AWARE, CONNECTED, RESILIENT, 

RESPECTED and RESPONSIBLE. 

One of the main reasons that we decided to create a well being newsletter each week 

was to remain connected with you all. We wanted to ensure that you were doing okay at 

this time. It is important to us that a holistic approach is applied and you are given the 

tools to cope with life’s uncertainties. This epidemic has provided us with many 

opportunities as discussed in Bill Gates piece published last week. We hope that you 

continue to use this newsletter in the wake of what is happening and that you find 

comfort in knowing that we are always here for you <3                                                                                                               

This week we are going to focus on the topic of Arts. 

Arts have a powerful effect on our 

mental health and engaging is such 

pleasures can boast self esteem and 

mood. However this also requires 

patience and willingness. Arts 

incorporate many different forms. They can include 

visual and performing, sculpture, digital, text, music, 

gardening and culinary arts. This week we are going to 

incorporate some of these Arts into our 

newsletter. Digital Artwork piece by Sabina Hudak – 3rd Year 

mailto:gerry.mcgill@kilkennycarlowetb.ie
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Why does art appeal to us? Art improves our mental health. It has the capacity to 

promote creativity. This provides us with an opportunity to express ourselves. It 

develops a visual narrative. You don’t need words…. It flows somewhat naturally and 

unexpectedly,  a bit like the uncertainties of life. Art therefore can alleviate feelings 

of loneliness and isolation. We can shape, form and hold something that we feel 

internally. We can be at one with art. 

We are very thankful to all of the students of Tyndall College that have sent in 

their artwork to be displayed in this week’s newsletter. A huge thank you to their 

teachers Ms Kassam and Ms O’ Hara who have prompted and promoted their 

excellence and creativity 

 This piece was drawn by Katlynn O Neill in 2nd year. This is 

a very visual piece and reflect the enormity and extent of 

the effects that Covid-19 is having on the entire world. 

Katlynn titled this piece ‘Corona virus is making the whole 

world sick’. The visual elements paints a very clear feeling of 

uncertainty. The frowned forehead evokes a sorrowful 

mood. The passing of time is infused with an image of a 

moon. When will this be over?  

 

This image on our right is of 2nd year student Hallie Dowling. Hallie decided to 

incorporate this visual digital piece that she titles ‘My life right now’. This is a 

statement piece. It signifies the delights and pleasures one can engage in when at 

home. We have time and opportunity to use utilise our skills and engage in pleasurable 

activities. The theme of this piece is colour.  

The theme was colour and I knew that I wanted to 

take a photograph for this assignment. The soles of the 

shoes are rainbow and therefore fitted the theme. Other 

than doing my school work to keep busy, I have been 

reading as much as I can because I still have books from 

Christmas that I need to get through. I have been baking 

and made some cupcakes, lemon drizzle cake and I 

even tried to make churros (which by the way, did not 

turn out how I expected. They were an epic fail.)  I 

have  also gone on walks with my dad.   

Covid-19 is a scary and stressful situation for us all. 

Please follow all the guidelines and stay at home unless 

what you are doing is completely necessary. Help however 

and wherever you can, whether that is staying inside, 

social distancing, washing, and sanitizing your hands or even going out to buy groceries 

for your family so they do not have to. Stay safe and keep busy       Hallie Dowling 
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 The drawings I have incorporated into this week’s 

newsletter are inspired by the things I love to do the 

most. For example, the girl with the basketball 

represents me playing basketball, my love for music in the 

heart & also my fondness of photography represented by 

the film camera. As I have additional free time on my 

hands, I am now in the process of developing my own 

cartoon character. while being away from school. I 

started a new YouTube channel called @Irina L. sax. This 

is mainly to help me with my saxophone exams which I’ll 

be taking this summer online but also to entertain people 

while their stuck at home. You should definitely go 

subscribe.  

I think that it’s very unfortunate that we have to stay in 

our homes, but we can take advantage of the extra time 

we are afforded to do the things we love or even learn 

something new. I hope that everyone is doing well and 

staying safe.        Irina Luchianciuc 

 

The following piece was created by 1st year student 

Eunice. Eunice explains her interest in drawing such a 

magnificent masterpiece. The pastel colours are very 

endearing and magical. It brings a ‘Disney feeling’. 

It’s expressively creative.  

 

 The show ’Raising Dion’ on Netflix was the inspiration 

behind this piece. The story is of a woman, Nicole 

who raises her son Dion single handed after the 

death of her husband Mark. They lived in a cottage 

near a lake, and at that moment, I had my sketch 

book beside me so I decided to draw it and add some 

of my own details.      Eunice Mbilizi Milinganyo 
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The inspiration for my art derived from my closest source of nature, my garden. I 

decided to photograph some flowers that were blooming and I also used them as 

references in some of my drawings. 

Throughout the quarantine, I’ve been drawing, writing music and calling my friends as 

much as possible. We can stay together by staying apart.       Catriona Kinsella 

 

2nd year student, Wicktoria Wudarczyk 

has been very busy at home preparing 

for her 2nd year Art CBA. Wicktoria has 

been in contact with her Art teacher Ms 

Kassam throughout the duration of 

school closure online. Her paintings are 

inspired by Covid-19 and we think she did 

an incredible job. Well done to Wiktoria 

and Ms Kassam for their dedication and 

excellence.  
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The following master Art piece was created by Jason. Jason too found inspiration by 

things he was surrounded by while being at home. The piece Jason finished also had 

other significance that he too shall tell us about.   

The inspiration for the 

horse piece I created 

came from a gold horse 

statue that is displayed in 

our family sitting room. My 

family have an interest in 

equestrian sport and my 

Uncle has a horse called 

Oscar who loves polo's 

 

       Jason Harkin Conway 

 

Ms Kassam and Ms O Hara asked their students to take advantage of this time at home 

and to appreciate all the things they are surrounded by. This message was also 

reiterated by teacher Ms Farrell in last week’s newsletter who is loving the extra time 

to explore the lives of bees. An interest and now hobby that she recently took up and is 

enjoying immensely. They also asked students to add colour to their pieces. Colour a 

person is exposed to can have an effect on that person's emotions and even on the 

individual's mental health. 

The piece on the left that I created is called 

‘String Art’, I decided to make the most of 

the resources I accumulated and what was 

around me, which was a spare piece of wood, 

some strings and some nails. This was a great 

way to cure my boredom and also fits in very 

well with the colour choices in my room.  

The following piece I titled ‘Rainbow Eyes’, I 

tend to experiment with makeup and colours 

and therefore decided to incorporate both 

into my next piece. I wasn’t quite sure how 

this would come together but after a while of 

preserving with it, I really loved the outcome 

and got some great pics!       Carly Deery 
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Maria Claire Kealy 

 

 
Emma Lawlor Murphy – 

Dreamcatcher based on 

the theme colour 

 
Aleesha Sheehan 

 

 

Brian Hayden 

 

 

 
 

Katylnn O Neill 

 
 

Kiaza Callinan 
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ART is for Everyone     

              Everyone can be creative. People often say they can’t draw 

a straight line. Being creative is not about drawing straight lines, it’s 

about expressing your inner self. When we create something we 

connect to ourselves, who we are. We use our instinct, we make 

something that is unique to us. 

             Connecting to our inner being, builds resilience within, 

builds our confidence to make connections with others. Creating is 

calming, satisfying, reassuring, exciting, challenging, rewarding. 

              So what should you do? Be brave, be creative, don’t be 

critical of your work, give it a go. Give yourself the chance to be 

creative, you might surprise yourself. Try an art competition. 

              You don’t need special paper or paint to be creative. You 

can draw on cardboard, newspaper, the inside of a paper bag. Draw 

with pen, pencil, crayon, charcoal, paint, anything that will make a 

mark for you. 

                 A good place to start, look at ‘Artzone’ on FB. They give 

live art classes twice a week. The classes are generally for young 

children, but the basics are the same regardless of who is creating 

art. 

                 My one tip for you: Observation / Looking, look really 

carefully and well at what you are drawing. Draw from direct 

observation/ looking at your subject. Look at line and shape, look 

for tone/shade. If you like doodling or making patterns, that is 

creative too. You will learn about colour as you use it. 

            If there is a box of paints, or art set, waiting for you, go use 

them now. There is never a good time to start, the time is now, go 

for it, Enjoy your art…….  Ms Bridget O’ Hara.              
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Hello everyone, 

There are many art competitions online at the moment worth 

entering. You don’t have to be an art student to enter! Art can be 

therapeutic, relaxing and fun too.  

If you need more information, or want to discuss your ideas, Tyndall 

College Carlow Art teachers are more than happy to help. Send a message to them on 

Microsoft Teams or by email and we’ll be happy to advise you! 

If you are under 18 and entering a competition, ask your parent or guardian to submit 

the work for you by email. Don’t forget to let us know if you enter any of the 

competitions. We would LOVE to see your work!  

There are so many creative and talented students in Tyndall College! This is your 

opportunity to show off your talents and maybe even win a prize!  

Ms. Kassam and Ms. O Hara    
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Tyndall College 

We’re all in this together artwork 

 
This is an easy Art Activity we would like the whole school to get involved in,  

both students and staff! 

 It’s a very easy project and you don’t have to be an art student to do this. It should 

look something like the above image when it’s finished. All of the individual hearts will 

be collated into a collage and brought together to make one giant artwork! Please be 

creative and do your bit by taking part in this art activity and have fun! 

Instructions 

1. Draw a square 15cm x 15cm.  

2. Draw a heart to fill the square. 

3. Colour & design the heart and the background. 

4. Use vibrant colours. You can use paint, marker, colouring pencil, whatever you have at 

home. You could collage your heart using different papers and textures. Use lots of 

bright colour.  

5. It doesn’t have to be a drawing. Here are some other ideas… You could take a 

photo of an assembled heart shape, a digitally created heart, a photo of a heart 

shaped object, a photo of something baked in the shape a heart, face paint a 

heart, make a heart from flowers and take photo etc. Creativity is Welcome! 

6. Take a photo of your image and crop it to a square if you can then send it to Ms 

Kassam or Ms O Hara online in chat or by email and if you can’t access online. A 

template square to draw your heart in will be sent in all the booklets being sent 

out to you and you can return this in your booklet with the rest of your work.  

What will you do to create your heart? 
Here’s some hearts that have already been completed by students . . . 
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                                                Gavin   Oliwia 

                                                Brennan                   Gliwinska  
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Huge Congratulations to Sophie Webb in Transition Year. Sophie won a recent 

competition run by Carlow regional youth for this piece she created under the theme 

‘What inspires you!’ Sophie doesn’t even take Art as a subject but enjoys it as a hobby! 

Proof you don’t have to be an Art student to enter the competitions!  

 

 

 

Don’t forget to follow @tyndallcollegeart on Instagram. You will find more information 

on competitions here, and also lots of student’s artwork on show. You will also find links 

to inspiring artists and creative people.  

Pinterest is another fantastic resource where you can pin ideas and find things to 

inspire you. Simply download the app and start pinning! 
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Padlet is a technological tool that facilitates learning and collaboration. As some of you 

may recall, Ms Dooley recently implemented this resource into our school. This allows 

students to post notes in a common place. students are enabled to share notes with one 

another in the form of links, images, videos and 

different documents. There are many mental health 

benefits to using this online facility. I would  ask you to 

consider availing of using this to further your studies 

and success here at Tyndall College. We will link details 

at the end.  

Group research: Nowadays working in a group is a 

commonly used practice in schools and helps to motivate learners. On padlet you can share 

your unique ideas in class or home and have group research session with your friends and 

class fellows. Moreover, you and your friends can share their researched ideas with 

everyone by placing it on the Padlet wall. Once every student uploads there is room for 

further discussions among peers and teachers.   

Brings creativity: We love creativity. Padlet can help you to be creative. Display your 

creative work with classmates by placing it on Padlet wall. This helps enhance their 

creativity. Therefore, implementing this tool of technology will boost your creative ideas.  

Class participation: Class participation plays a great role in the academic performance 

of students. It’s vital to participate in order to enhance knowledge. A recent study  

proves that by using Padlet students can participate in class activities more effectively, 

ask questions and discuss complex class by placing them on Padlet wall. Furthermore, you 

can also help other students by sharing your knowledge on critical areas of the topic. 

English: 

📚Libraries have always been a place for people to find peace and escape to other 

worlds. Please download the padlet app and like Tyndall Library 

padlet. https://padlet.com/adrienne_dooley/wnv2njeemy1u If you have free time on 

your hands, Tyndall library will recommend books, audio books, podcasts and films. We 

hope to have a few Shelfies and competition or 

two. 📚#schoollibrary #books #readingisfundamental 

Home Ec: 

Ms Hennessy has made a wonderful resource for Home Economics. It’s full of lovely 

recipes, competitions, revision notes and useful links for all Home Ec. students and for 

anyone else who wants to try. It also has some fabulous dishes created by students 

from Tyndall College. Take a look 

.... https://padlet.com/marycatherinehennessy/vuhdykj4xqge82hm 

 

 

https://edtechreview.in/reviews/243-padlet-paper-for-the-web
https://padlet.com/adrienne_dooley/wnv2njeemy1u?fbclid=IwAR0-LVrvS8aKXearU78CShdbvWA44z3TuyxlymcBf5PeVNSaMHZFFut5QF4
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/schoollibrary?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARArfWSliPSigLD9dHtZ6_y6mWV-J-LaHoz_ipDEiujkBLRbC34FuoiTiuMYdiep3e-L-Z5cAEpKr7fOIiucugmIXA_KtDmV17oZAp5u-PQhHA35RpzSwP9jz_TdVKBk6pLZGSauNbfKevPHIg6LWAVZWxYMiQW2eNaIfTrtmbtgWGee09in2eyHdUEp0f6jbRyHzEYYjGyxs2gIe18psWj9HoEc-icrzf4x4_Z_EL7rrd9IAV6spKWz67EZZ9hZAgw7c7R2X1lpcGg83puyvPQ6I95IHsLMaZ5ts5pXeeFEXrWafHonqHDwoQiUjVavDc8IHWDrD4kbmS3kvMVJnc6Nv1z6&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/books?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARArfWSliPSigLD9dHtZ6_y6mWV-J-LaHoz_ipDEiujkBLRbC34FuoiTiuMYdiep3e-L-Z5cAEpKr7fOIiucugmIXA_KtDmV17oZAp5u-PQhHA35RpzSwP9jz_TdVKBk6pLZGSauNbfKevPHIg6LWAVZWxYMiQW2eNaIfTrtmbtgWGee09in2eyHdUEp0f6jbRyHzEYYjGyxs2gIe18psWj9HoEc-icrzf4x4_Z_EL7rrd9IAV6spKWz67EZZ9hZAgw7c7R2X1lpcGg83puyvPQ6I95IHsLMaZ5ts5pXeeFEXrWafHonqHDwoQiUjVavDc8IHWDrD4kbmS3kvMVJnc6Nv1z6&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/readingisfundamental?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARArfWSliPSigLD9dHtZ6_y6mWV-J-LaHoz_ipDEiujkBLRbC34FuoiTiuMYdiep3e-L-Z5cAEpKr7fOIiucugmIXA_KtDmV17oZAp5u-PQhHA35RpzSwP9jz_TdVKBk6pLZGSauNbfKevPHIg6LWAVZWxYMiQW2eNaIfTrtmbtgWGee09in2eyHdUEp0f6jbRyHzEYYjGyxs2gIe18psWj9HoEc-icrzf4x4_Z_EL7rrd9IAV6spKWz67EZZ9hZAgw7c7R2X1lpcGg83puyvPQ6I95IHsLMaZ5ts5pXeeFEXrWafHonqHDwoQiUjVavDc8IHWDrD4kbmS3kvMVJnc6Nv1z6&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://padlet.com/marycatherinehennessy/vuhdykj4xqge82hm?fbclid=IwAR3b-uZ8hwhKB5OfbRhmQAp-QTpb4zeZRyEdr2z-ur47CipeZmx2QNtVcms
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Last week Ms Hutton introduced us to a new dimension of wellness and reflection. Ms 

Hutton decided to incorporate a task from the ‘Abundance programme each week and 

also a reflection piece for the ‘Philosophy Thinking Corner’. Please see two attachments 

and complete the reflective exercises. Watch the magic happen!!  

 

Philosophy Thinking Corner  

 

 Can one person change 

the world? 

Given the gloominess of the news, you’d be forgiven for thinking that there’s not much 

point in doing anything much, and that anything you do won’t make a difference. What 

about if you just try to make a difference in your tiny bit of the world? There are 

loads of kids who have done just that and changed laws and lives. Ask yourself what 

change would you like to see in the world? Then- how can you go about making it 

happen? 

Unless someone like you, cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better, it’s not. 

- The Lora 

Task 2: 

Today’s task is to write a list of the people (no number restrictions on this), in your family and 

social circles. That you feel have achieved their goals in life and are happy. This can be in terms of 

any aspect of your life.  

• Take your time, listen to some meditation music at https://youtu.be/6xDyPcJrl0c and 

create a safe and comfortable space, connect with your heart and enjoy this time. 

 

Quote for the day; “Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement.” 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/6xDyPcJrl0c
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Our 3rd Family Quiz. 4 Subjects, 5 Questions 

each.. The leader board will be updated each 

week. Submit your answers each week to 

matthew.hughes@kilkennycarlowetb.ie  

 

Be in with the chance to win this 
fabulous ‘Well -being Family 
Hamper.’  

Subjects: Irish, Music, English and Numeracy! 

1. Cén dathanna atá ar bhratach Chiarraí?  

2. Cad é an contae is mó in Éirinn?  

3. Ainmnigh Uachtarán na hÉireann?  

4. Cén contae ina bhfuil Páirc an Chrócaigh?  

5. Cé mhéad contae atá in Éirinn?  

6. 'Stupid Love' was the debut single from the album 'Chromatica' from which US 

superstar? a) Lady Gaga b) Britney Spears c) Madonna 

7. Which country legend known for 'Island in the Stream' and 'The Gambler' sadly 

died in March 2020? 

8. Anne Hathaway sang I Dreamed a Dream in the film version of which musical? 

9. Which musical is based on the 1992 film of the same name which starred and 

featured songs by Whitney Houston 

10.  'Future Nostalgia' containing the single 'Don't Start Now' is the second studio 

album from which English singer? 

11. Select the grammar terms (Verb, noun, adject and adverb)  in the sentence that 

follows. ‘The happy puppy played outside yesterday’  

12. What does the term ‘Genre’ mean? 

13. Name the genre of the following from the prescribed material list…. ‘The 

Outsiders’, ‘Never Let Me Go’, ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and ‘School of Rock’? 

14. Who wrote of ‘Mice and Men’? 

15. Which of these is not a noun? Paul, Carlow, Santa, sat, bunch?  

16. If two’s company and three’s a crowd, what are four and five? 

17. If there are four apples and you take away three, how many do you have? 

18. What weighs more - a pound of iron or a pound of feathers? 

19. I am an odd number; take away an alphabet and I become even. What number am 

I? 

20. Using only addition, how can you add eight 8's to get the number 1,000 

mailto:matthew.hughes@kilkennycarlowetb.ie
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My Junk Kouture journey started at the end of 3rd year. My friend and I saw the 

previous years school entries and decided we wanted JK to be a big part of the TY 

experience and journey. We had amazing support from our school, especially Ms. 

Kassam our Art teacher. We thought a lot about the aspect of fast fashion and how 

today’s generation treat clothes as though they are disposable. This made us think 

about ‘consumerism’ and the idea for ‘Tags to Stitches’ just evolved from there really. 

We decided to use receipts as our main material source as so many of those get thrown 

away on a daily basis and they were a good reflection on consumerism in everyone’s day 

to day lives. I totally enjoyed our Junk Kouture experience from start to finish. 

As for the masks, like most students, I dislike change and situations outside of my 

control, and the corona virus is certainly both of those things. Rather than letting my 

anxiety’s get the best of me, I decided to channel them into something positive, I saw 

how nervous my Nan was about contracting the virus and how difficult the masks were 

to source, an idea emerged. I bought myself a sewing machine and threads with some 

money I had saved and got to work on learning how to use it. I’ve since gone on to 

donate to frontline workers and the elderly and vulnerable in my local parish. It gives 

me back a little bit of control in knowing that what I’m doing can help to flatten the 

curve and it keeps me busy enough that I’m not worrying so much. Sophie Broderick       

 

  

 

If you have feedback on this resource or have content suggestions please email matthew.hughes@kilkennycarlowetb.ie. I 

look forward to hearing from you       Maireann croí éadrom i bhfad 


